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Primary Goal
Support unscalarized array processing.

Secondary Goals
- better high level performance due to reworked graph theory,
- better low level performance by avoiding fail-based processing,
- higher information consistency by only creating one instance of each variable and equation,
- higher maintainability due to stricter module interfaces and pseudo member functions.
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2. New Backend
General Changes
Coding Ethics
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2. use `match` instead of `matchoncontinue`,
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Module Dependencies

Lowering → Simplify → Events → Partitioning → Causalize → Initialization → Categorize → Tearing → Jacobian → SimCode

DetectStates → Alias

DAE-Mode

Main

Mandatory

Optional
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Main Structure

```plaintext
record MAIN
    list <System> ode
    list <System> alg
    list <System> ode_event
    list <System> alg_event
    list <System> init
    Option<list <System>> init_0
    Option<list <System>> dae
    BVariable.VarData varData
    BEquation.EqData eqData
    Events.EventInfo eventInfo
    FunctionTree funcTree
end MAIN;
```

"Systems for ode equations";
"Systems for algebraic equations";
"Systems for ode event iteration";
"Systems for alg. event iteration";
"Systems for initialization";
"Systems for homotopy initialization";
"Systems for dae mode";
"Variable data.";
"Equation data.";
"contains time and state events";
"Function bodies.";
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Variables

All variables only exist once and are called by reference using the `Pointer<>` structure.

```plaintext
record VAR_DATA_SIM
  VariablePointers variables;

  // subset of full variable array
  VariablePointers unknowns;
  VariablePointers knowns;
  VariablePointers initials;
  VariablePointers auxiliaries;
  VariablePointers aliasVars;

end VAR_DATA_SIM;
```
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/ *** /
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Equation

All equations only exist once and are called by reference using the Pointer<> structure. Furthermore each equation has a unique identifier variable which is the former residual variable. $RES_i$

```plaintext
record EQ_DATA_SIM
    Pointer<Integer> uniqueIndex;
    EquationPointers equations;
    EquationPointers simulation;
    EquationPointers continuous;
    EquationPointers discretes;
    EquationPointers initials;
    EquationPointers auxiliaries;
    EquationPointers removed;
end EQ_DATA_SIM;
```
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```plaintext
record EQ_DATA_SIM
  Pointer<Integer> uniqueIndex;
  EquationPointers equations;
  EquationPointers simulation;
  EquationPointers continuous;
  EquationPointers discrete;
  EquationPointers initials;
  EquationPointers auxiliaries;
  EquationPointers removed;
end EQ_DATA_SIM;
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Pointer Arrays

The arrays contain pointers to variables or equations instead of the instances themselves. An additional unordered map is provided to also always find the index for any cref (variable name or equation residual name).

```plaintext
record VARIABLE_POINTERS
    UnorderedMap map;
    ExpandableArray<Pointer<Variable>> varArr;
end VARIABLE_POINTERS;

record EQUATION_POINTERS
    UnorderedMap map;
    ExpandableArray<Pointer<Equation>> eqArr;
end EQUATION_POINTERS;
```
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Modules

Modules have strict interfaces they have to follow. Inside every module there is a wrapper function which takes the full system and applies this restricted body function to it.

```plaintext
partial function wrapper
  input output BackendDAE bdae;
end wrapper;

partial function tearingInterface
  input output StrongComponent comp
  input output FunctionTree funcTree
  input output Integer index
  input System.SystemType systemType
end tearingInterface;
```

"the suspected algebraic loop";
"Function call bodies";
"current unique loop index";
"system type";
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Definition 1 (Set–Vertex). A set–vertex is a set of vertices $V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}$.

Definition 2 (Set–Edge). Given two set–vertices, $V^a$ and $V^b$, with $V^a \cap V^b = \emptyset$, a set–edge connecting $V^a$ and $V^b$ is a set of non repeated edges $E[\{V^a, V^b\}] = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n\}$ where each edge is a tuple containing two vertices $e_i = \{v^a_k \in V^a, v^b_l \in V^b\}$. 
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\[ \mathcal{F} \quad \mathcal{E} \quad \mathcal{U} \]
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Summary

Already Implemented

- Basic scalarized processing for all presented modules (besides Partitioning and Tearing),
- Runs test models for each module and simple models from the MSL.

Current Development

- Unscalarized causalization with set-based-graphs,
- Record handling and better simplification,
- minimal Tearing.

Further Plans

- Unscalarized processing for other modules,
- CommonSubExpression / WrapFunctionCalls,
- Dynamic state selection.
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